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The proceedings were bound and made available to delegates of the symposium at registration, on 26 October 1996, for which the editor should be complimented. This symposium held at Onderstepoort, was one of a series that deals with management and veterinary issues of one of the ‘Big Five’ game species as a game ranch animal. The 18 authors who contributed to the symposium were carefully selected experts in their field and they provide a comprehensive and balanced overview of current management practices and diseases that are pertinent to the African buffalo. Papers include aspects on socioecology, applied anatomy, hunting and meat production, management of large buffalo populations, capture, boma management and translocation, reproduction, diseases, parasites, and of particular interest, the breeding of ‘corridor disease-free’ buffalo.

Most South Africans reading this review will be aware that the African buffalo are carriers of foot-and-mouth disease (FMD), corridor disease (CD), brucellosis (CA) and more recently tuberculosis (TB), which due to veterinary regulations restrict the movement and therefore sale of buffalo in South Africa. With the growing tourist industry and the desire for game farmers to provide the ‘Big Five’ for the market, the so-called ‘disease-free’ buffalo are in great demand and fetch prices between R60 000 and R75 000 per animal at auctions. This has stimulated research to establish and breed herds of buffalo that do not carry the four diseases mentioned above. The paper on breeding corridor disease-free buffalo reports on this aspect. The paper on reproduction mentioned the failure of embryo transfer from buffalo cows to domestic cattle. Even though two pregnancies out of 15 transfers were obtained, they supposedly failed owing to immune responses in the placenta. The possibility of overcoming this would be to use inner-cell-mass transfer, where the inner mass of the buffalo embryo is transplanted into the recipient species embryo so that the buffalo embryo will develop from the recipient’s placenta. This is exciting research and has potential for many other scarce or endangered species. The paper on FMD gives details on current trends in FMD control and research relating to the buffalo, with the following summary: ’Although African buffalo are central to the FMD problem in southern Africa, there are developments in the international approach to the control of FMD as well as on the technological front that provide optimism for the old concept of “buffalo = FMD” being consigned to history.

Included in the proceedings is an extensive bibliography of the African buffalo, consisting of 677 references, which was compiled by the Price Forbes Chair in Wildlife, Faculty of Veterinary Science, University of Pretoria. The index at the back of the proceedings is comprehensive and well structured using ‘key-words’, but the reader is left to guess that the numbers refer to the references in the bibliography and not to the page numbers in the text.

In conclusion, the papers are well written with diagrams and tables where required, with most having their own list of references for further reading. The proceedings succeed in bringing together and consolidating for the reader the most up-to-date information on the management and problems associated with the African buffalo as a game ranch animal, and I would therefore recommend this publication as a useful source of information for wildlife experts and the game rancher on this highly sought-after species.
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